ABSTRACT

The quality of requirements artifacts, such as software requirements specifications, is crucial for the success of a software development project, because the later a defect is found the more expensive it is to fix. However, as virtually all requirements are still written in natural language, and requirements artifacts grow often large, they are very hard to review for quality due to the imprecise nature of natural language.

In contrast, it is easier to not find quality, but symptoms of violations of quality, because they often leave concrete trace in the artifacts. For example, passive sentences in requirements are said to make testing harder as they can potentially hide the actor. Here it is easier to find the symptom of violation of testability, i.e. a passive sentence, than to prove that the requirement is “easily testable”. This is a concept well known for code quality as code (bad) smells, which has been proposed by Fowler and Beck.

We suggest introducing the smell concept to requirements engineering in order to find possible violations of requirements quality. Consequently, a requirements (bad) smell is a concrete symptom for a requirement artifact’s quality defect in the usage context of a certain activity.

The proposed research aims at understanding whether smells can help reviewing natural language requirement artifacts by pointing out to symptoms for potential quality defects in order to improve quality reviews of requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a software development process of large scale, it is very important to create high quality requirements artifacts early on, because defects get more expensive the later they are found: If a defect in the requirements is discovered late, e.g. during system test, we must not only fix the requirements artifact, but also code, tests, etc. in order to support for consistency [4]. Various contributions show a up to 200:1 ratio of costs in detecting defects of requirements in the maintenance phase in contrast to the requirements phase [4].

Hence, industry requests for requirements quality assurance (QA) [20]. Due to the fact that most requirements artifacts today are written in natural language, QA often is performed through reviews. However, as always when depending on reviews, inspecting large natural language documents is usually expensive and error-prone.

Also, when reviewing for quality, the goal is usually not to find high quality requirements, but low quality requirements that could potentially result in issues. In Fowler and Beck’s book on refactoring [7], a similar problem is discussed regarding the quality of source code: At which point is the quality so low that we need to change it? According to the authors the answer is not objectively and easily measurable; instead, they propose to look for symptoms of bad quality. Our working hypothesis is that the same holds for requirements quality. The fact that there is no accepted RE quality metric in the community indicates that the quality of requirements is indeed still an unsolved topic. Focusing on finding requirements (bad) smells could provide a solution to the requirements quality problem.

1.1 Requirements (Bad) Smells

We define requirements (bad) smells as follows:

Definition: A requirements (bad) smell is a concrete symptom for a requirement artifact’s quality defect in the usage context of a certain activity. In contrast to requirements defects, a requirements smell only shows a concrete indication

1We do not differentiate between different forms of reviews, such as Fagan inspections or equivalent. Our working hypothesis on this is that the results of the research apply for all different forms similarly.
for bad quality. Additionally, whether a smell turns into a problem is very context-specific.

Thus, a smell always adheres to the following smell model:

**A requirements artifact** or entity that is analyzed for the smell, e.g. use cases or scenarios. We use the terminology known from artifact-oriented requirements engineering [19].

**An activity** that is potentially affected by the smell (i.e. the impact of bad quality).

**A context** in which this smell is considered harmful.

**Definition:** We see requirements artifacts as means for a software engineering project instead of a root project goal\(^2\). *Quality* is hence defined as fitness-for-purpose, which implies that we define *bad quality* as a general property of a requirements artifact that has negative effects on activities in the software lifecycle. A *quality defect* is then a concrete instance or manifestation of bad quality in the artifact. This leads to a definition of quality as proposed by activity-based quality models, similar to [5]. Lastly, we define *findings* as instances of smells, which might or might not be a defect (see Fig. 1).

![Figure 1: The Terminology](image)

### 1.2 Example: Sentences in Passive Voice

A well-known example of a smell is a requirement that is written in passive voice. The smell could affect nearly all artifacts and, thus, it affects activities of the software lifecycle, because it makes testing and understanding a requirements sentence harder when it appears in a context where the actor is not entirely clear to all readers.

Yet, just as the impact of sentences in passive voice is debatable, the relation between these requirements smells and requirements quality remains unclear. This research aims at understanding which of these smells exist and how they affect requirements specifications.

Other examples for similar smells include subjective language, vague pronouns and superlative phrases.

\(^2\)Unless the project’s goal is to create a requirements artifact, obviously.

### 1.3 Preliminary Scope

Although the focus of our research is the investigation of requirements smells in general, we subsequently focus on artifact smells for natural language requirements. Hence, we do neither consider other representations, e.g. requirements in UML Syntax, nor do we look at requirements process smells, e.g. overly long discussions on recurring topics (unless they manifest themselves in the artifacts), even though these might be interesting next steps if the proposed research turns out to be fruitful.

### 2. RELATED WORK ON QUALITY OF REQUIREMENTS

Understanding and measuring quality in requirements engineering artifacts has been a long-time problem. For example, Dijkstra names consistency between requirements as a major problem at the NATO Software Engineering Conference in Garmisch in 1969 [21]. Consequently, textbooks such as [1] or [17] give concrete advice for establishing quality in requirements engineering artifacts, yet, it often comes in lists of best practices, such as the advice to avoid passive sentences or a check lists of common issues. These lists do not form a comprehensive picture of quality of requirements, nor do they justify why and how the proposals address the issue.

Hence, in the following we will first look at related work that focuses on quality from a top-down perspective and that describes which characteristics are defined for a high-quality requirements artifact. Afterwards we will describe existing bottom-up techniques for measuring and analyzing quality and conclude by summing up and identifying the gaps in research.

#### 2.1 Defining Quality of Natural Language Requirements artifacts

Lindland et al. [18] sum up existing issues of requirements artifacts and derive three dimensions of quality: Syntactic quality (i.e. is the language used to express the requirements correct), semantic quality (i.e. is the system described by the requirements artifact valid and complete) and pragmatic quality (i.e. is the requirements artifact understandable by the audience). Krogsie et al. [16] extends this work, based on [22] by adding social quality as a level of agreement between stakeholders.

More recently, Katasonov et al. [14] defined 6 quality criteria for requirements artifacts and 8 criteria of requirements quality, based on two textbooks and a small number of issues from related work. Some of these criteria are discussed in more detail, it remains unclear, how to check these in detail and how important they are for a requirements artifact.

Schneider and Berenbach [23] sum up existing standards for requirements engineering. Here, most relevant is the IEEE830-1998 (IEEE Recommended Practice for Software Requirements Specifications) [11], which has since then been superseded by ISO/IEC/IEEE-29148 (Systems and software engineering – Life cycle processes – Requirements engineering) [12]. The IEEE-830 standard reduces quality of requirements engineering artifacts to 8 characteristics, such as correctness, completeness and traceability. ISO-29148 is far more exact in these characteristics and describes, inter alia, characteristics of the requirements artifact, characteristics of single requirements and also language criteria on how
requirements should not be formulated. For example, it is noted that certain wordings like superlatives often lead to problems with verifiability.

However, even though ISO-29148 is the most current and complete official standard on requirements engineering, assumptions like the one mentioned previously, are hardly discussed in academia. Therefore and because it is more detailed, we use the ISO-29148 as a first reference for requirements smells.

2.2 Smells and Metrics of Natural Language Requirements artifacts

Other authors approach the issue of quality of requirements artifacts by defining metrics.

First proposals by Davis et al. [4] describe 24 quality characteristics based on 16 existing papers. The resulting metrics for each of the quality characteristics are weighted in order to create a single metric for the quality of a requirements artifact. However, these metrics reveal several problems: Many metrics are either not measurable (e.g. correctness, as the authors properly analyze) or very simplified (e.g. modifiability is measured as presence of a table of contents and index), so that the construct validity is no longer given. Furthermore, weights are chosen deliberately and not validated.

A few contributions have been done on creating applicable metrics and indicators. E.g., Fabbrini et al. [6] and Buchiarone et al. [3] develop an approach based on 7 indicators. The studies presented quantify the number of findings, give some examples, but do not analyze in how far these indicators are able to detect violations of quality as suggested. Similar work has been done by Génova et al. [8] and Berry et al. [2], yet lacking an in-depth analysis of its abilities and drawbacks regarding to a holistic view on requirements quality.

Other authors assume the requirements artifact to have a certain structure in order to enable parsing it and building a lightweight formal model [9]. Especially rich in this regard is the area of ambiguity, a summary can be found for example in [15].

2.3 Discussion

In summary, the existing contributions either develop a top-down approach, resulting in defining metrics that are clearly not measurable, or defining a set of metrics or indicators by measuring “what you can measure”. What is lacking, yet essential, is an understanding of the link between the top-down and the bottom-up approach, i.e. which quality characteristics can be analyzed with smells and where are other methods needed.

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH

The research goal of the proposed work is to understand the possibilities of using requirements smells for supporting quality reviews of requirements artifacts.

In order to reach this goal, we need to answer three major research questions:

RQ1: Which requirements smells exist and how can they be classified?

RQ2: Which smells can be detected automatically?

RQ3: To which extent and under which conditions can requirements smells find quality defects?

3.1 RQ1: Which requirements smells exist and how can they be classified?

Understanding the current state of requirements smells has to start with building knowledge of how quality is currently understood in requirements engineering.

We need to understand which quality characteristics and which smells exist by reviewing standards, related research fields and practice. From these, we can derive a theory (or taxonomy) of smells.

Approach

We use the grounded theory approach as proposed by Glaser and Strauss [10] to create a theory of smells. Thereby, we can make use of various sources and build a theory as a set of hypotheses or falsified statements that describes the state-of-the-art. Furthermore, the theory is an important foundation for the next steps.

We apply the grounded theory approach on the standards ISO-29148-2011 [12] and IEEE-830-1998 [11], add information from a large industry partner, and validate it by observing requirements reviews in practice as well as through a survey.

The created theory consists of four categories and their relations (see Fig. 3):

- **Requirements smells** are the indicators that are supposed to direct towards quality issues, e.g. passive voice.
- **Requirements entities** are the artifacts or content items which might inhibit a smell, e.g. use cases, scenario steps, natural language requirements, etc.
- **Requirements activities** are the activities that are negatively affected by a smell, e.g. creating oracles for system tests.
- **Requirements quality characteristics** are the abstracted quality goals, e.g. testability.

![Grounded Theory of Smells](image)

Figure 3: Research Question 1

With these categories we can use axial coding to understand which quality characteristics are connected to which smells. We will subsequently understand which quality characteristics can easily be analyzed and which cannot yet.

3.2 RQ2: Which smells can be detected automatically?

In the founding work by Fowler and Beck [7], smells are not connected to any kind of decision procedure. In contrary,
smells are considered very subjective and imprecise. However, after their initial proposals, detection of various code smells have been automated, such as code clones [13] or god classes [24]. Also, most authors using the concept of smells focus on smells that can be automatically detected [25]. This might be due to the fact that the approach is most useful when the smell detection is cheap, as it is with automation.

Accordingly, one needs to understand which of the requirements smells defined in RQ1 can be automatically detected and which cannot. This includes the question of the internal validity of requirements smells, i.e. the question whether subjects find the same smells on a text or not.

However, it is important to note that also requirements smells that cannot be automatically detected might be of use during requirements quality analysis, as they might serve as supporting framework for reviews.

**Approach**

In order to understand whether smells can be detected automatically, we will rely on two sources: Related work from literature describes a few implementations of detecting certain aspects in requirements. Furthermore, for those smells not present in literature, we propose possible implementations, based on the open quality analysis framework ConQAT³.

This approach will result in a more detailed theory as well as a prototype for a tool that can automatically detect smells in requirements and thus serves as an input for reviews.

**Hypotheses**

As this is a crucial step, we analyzed possible outcomes of this research question and discuss how we will proceed with this research based on the outcome. We see three possible results:

**No** requirements smells can be detected automatically. If it turns out that all smells need to be detected manually, we will accordingly focus on manual reviews and understand how smells as written descriptions impact reviews.

**Some** requirements smells can be detected automatically (working hypothesis). If we are only able to automate some smells, we will focus on these and elaborate our understanding of which characteristics of quality can be analyzed with smells (see RQ3).

**All** requirements smells can be detected automatically. At this stage we consider this very unrealistic. However, if this is the case, we will strongly focus on automation and performance of the automation in case studies.

### 3.3 RQ3: To which extent and under which conditions can requirements smells find quality defects?

The theory of RQ1 only depicts the current understanding of the area and the answers from RQ2 describe the possibilities and potential. It is, however, more important how the requirement smells really impact the requirements quality and the following project. As defined above, a quality defect is a violation of quality in terms of a negative impact on a certain activity in the software engineering life cycle.

This includes two questions: First, the theory needs to be validated in order to understand if requirements smells really indicate requirements quality defects or not. Accordingly, we must test if every smell can lead to a defect. Second, the theory must be checked against completeness, which is a question whether defects from all quality characteristics can be found in real world case studies. If they cannot be found, we must understand whether this is because these defects do not appear in real world examples or if there is no proper smell for it. This second question will answer whether a complete picture of quality of requirements can be created with requirements smells.

³[www.conqat.org](http://www.conqat.org)
4. CURRENT STATUS

We are currently experimenting in each research question to prevent unexpected risks. To do so, we have derived the taxonomy depicted in Fig. 5 from ISO-29148. We are currently building a theory based on the standards and material from an industry partner and will incorporate indicators from related work next.

So far, the following three steps have been undertaken:

Smell Definition: To first understand the domain and its terms properly, we have created (working) definitions for requirements smells and built a smell model that serves as a first reference for definitions (see Fig. 1).

Quality Definition: We are working on the foundations by building an activity-based requirements engineering quality model. As this is joint work in our group, and will not be part of the thesis, I omitted it from this research plan. This quality model will form the foundation of the requirements smells, as they are defined along a definition of quality. We plan to update this quality model as a group together with industry partners during upcoming projects.

Smell Implementation: We have implemented smells that analyze basic sentence structure, negative phrases, basic ambiguous words, legislative words and redundant passages and are currently working on superlatives and semantic text similarity. So far, these smells were created based on brainstorming ideas and ideas from the ISO-29148. The next step will be to create a more systematic theory based on the standard and structure the smells accordingly.

Case Studies: We are currently working on a case study with an industry partner. In this study, we are discussing the proposed work with requirements engineering coaches based on analysis of 5 different German requirements specifications.

One example for an issue, which we found by using our tool, is the following (translated into English by the authors):

If the driver releases the clutch too quickly, the [feature] shall be deactivated.

This can be an issue as it remains unspecified what release speed is too fast and where it is ok. Accordingly, a tester who has to write a test case for this requirement, cannot test and decide whether this requirement is implemented or not.

The next step here is to use the newly implemented smells, and inspect the resulting findings together with the company to understand which of the findings are quality defects.

5. ISSUES

At our current stage, we see three issues:

Automation: We assume that the most potential for improvements are automatable requirements smells. However, in the original definitions, Fowler and Beck did not even plan to detect smells with tools (and for many of them there are still no tools [25]). Yet, smells might
also help in reviews if they are not automated, could this be a risk to the research design?

**Subjectivity:** Some aspects of quality are very subjective, such as readability. How can we incorporate these subjective criteria into tools or quality model?

**Validation of impact:** We defined smells as having an impact on certain activities. Obviously, some of them can be validated in experiments. However, experiments on all impacts will be too time-consuming, so what is the most efficient way to validate the smells?

**Risks of undetectable defects:** We have a working assumption that we can find relevant issues with smells. However, there is a risk that especially automatically detectable smells only point to superficial problems, and do not lead to the underlying problems. Especially real shallow quality issues in requirements engineering, such as “we forgot to consider law XYZ”, might indeed be unreachable for requirements smells. We are currently aware of this problem but are unsure whether this is a show-stopper, which we should consider in our research plan.

6. **CONCLUSION**

In summary, we propose to create a theory of requirements smells that is directly related to activities and quality characteristics. The theory is built on standards, as well as current research and industry state-of-the-art. In the second step the theory is analyzed for automatability and validated in case studies and experiments to foster understanding, whether the perceived knowledge in the field really fits the existing links between requirements smells and requirements quality.

The outcome of the research has the potential to foster quality of requirements engineering both in academia and in practice. In academia, we target at a deeper understanding of quality in requirements artifacts. In practice, the goal is to improve quality reviews of natural language requirements.
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